
How to Make Mead
Mead, or honey wine, is a fun and easy fermentation project, that just so happens to be delicious! It's
easy to do, so let's get started with a traditional semi-sweet mead recipe.

1 Gallon Hibiscus Semi-Sweet Mead

You will need:
• 1 One-Gallon Carboy with 38 mm Screw Cap with Hole and airlock (S-Type)
• 1 Two Gallon Bucket with Grommet and airlock (S-Type)
• 1 package Fermaid K Yeast Nutrient
• 1 package Diammonium Phosphate Yeast Nutrient
• Star San no rinse sanitizer
• Mini Auto-Siphon and 6' tubing
• 1 Auto Siphon Clamp for hands free transfers
• 1 Spring Loaded Bottle Filler
• 1 Muslin Bag for steeping
• 1 package Lalvin 71B-1122 Yeast
• 4 lbs of any honey you want (the better the quality, the better the finished product)
• 1-2 oz Hibiscus Flower
• 1 Six-Quart Stockpot
• A stove
• A Thermometer
• 7 Clear flip top bottles or 10 Clear 375 mL Wine Bottles with corks

Step 1 – Getting Started

Add 1 gallon of normal tap water to your stock pot. Turn the stove on and begin heating to a boil.
Once boiling, add 1 -2 oz Hibiscus Flower and allow 5 minutes to steep. Remove from heat, remove
Hibiscus Flower and allow it to cool to 110° F.

Step 2 – Making the Must

Once the water has cooled to 110° F, begin mixing in your honey.  It's ok if the water is a little cooler
than 110°, but don't let it get any hotter. Flavor and aroma compounds in honey begin to denature
above 110°, so you'll lose important flavor and aroma profiles. Once all of your honey is mixed in, add
1 gram Fermaid K (about a pinch, or 1/8th of a teaspoon) and 1 gram Diammonium Phosphate.

Step 3 – Cooling

Cover your stock pot and allow the mixture to cool in the refrigerator until it's about 68 degrees.



Step 4 – Fermentation Begins!

Once your must is cool, transfer it to your sanitized (using Star San) 2 gallon bucket. When it's half
full, add the entire package of Lalvin 71B-1122, then fill it the rest of the way. Sanitize and fill your
airlock and stopper, and put them on the bucket.  Leave your fermenting must in a cool, dark place and
expect 14 - 21 days for fermentation.

Step 5 – Keeping Your Yeast Happy

During fermentation on days 2, 4, and 6, hydrate your Fermaid K by microwaving 1-2 oz of water to
sterilize it, and dissolving 1 g of Fermaid K into it. Un-stopper your fermenting must and SLOWLY
add the mixture. This will replenish the yeasts energy stores and allow it to continue fermenting.

Step 6A – Bulk Aging and Post Fermentation Additions

Bulk aging (secondary fermentation) is a process widely accepted in the making of mead. This rest 
time allows flavor and aroma components of the mead to resurface and gives the mead some extra 
maturity before packaging. This is also a great time to add flavors from alternative ingredients, such as 
Oak Spirals or Cacao Nibs. To do this, sanitize your Auto-siphon and 1 gallon carboy, as well as your 
38 mm Screw Cap with Hole. Transfer newly fermented mead from your 2 gallon bucket into the 
bottom of your 1 gallon carboy, and try to fill it all the way to the neck to help cut down on potential 
oxidation over the coming weeks. Once full, clean and sanitize your airlock and put it in the hole in the 
38 mm Screw Cap.  Allow 2 + months of bulk aging before packaging. If only doing this step to add 
Oak, nibs, or some other specialty ingredient, then plan on one to two weeks to taste test, then bottle.

Step 6B – Bottling

Bottling Day! Clear wine 'splits' (375 mL) work great, as well as clear Flip Top bottles. You can use
brown bottles as well, but the clear bottles showcase the ruby red color of this recipe. Sanitize all of
your bottles and auto-siphon by submerging them in Star San solution for two minutes. Set up all of
your bottles below your fermentor and begin the transfer, filling all of your bottles one at a time and
capping or corking them. This mead will be still, not carbonated. If you want to carbonate this mead,
plan on using the Flip Top bottles, and use 1.5 Carbonation Drops per bottle. Leave them out in room
temperature for 1 – 2 weeks, and test by putting one in the refrigerator in the morning and testing it in
the evening.

Step 7 – The Patience Part

This is the hard part: Aging. The longer you allow the new mead to sit, the better it will be. You can
drink it right away, but 3-6 months after packaging, it will change character, bursting out at the seams
with honey and hibiscus flavors and aromas. If you already did the bulk aging step (6A), your mead
will be ready much faster! Store at room temperature in a cool, dark place.
This simple recipe makes a traditional semi-sweet mead that will clock in at approximately 16%
alcohol by volume. Although technically a 'Semi-Sweet' type honey wine, the sweet is a background
flavor that is perceived as honey flavor and aroma, and it is not cloying or overly sweet on the palette.
Perfect as an aperitif, or paired with light entrees, such as salmon or white fish. To make 5 gallons,
simply scale the recipe to 20 lbs of honey (for 5.5 gallons into the fermentor).


